Annex 1: Plans of the Lab

- General layout of the Lab
- Data network layout
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Annex 2: Documents for running experiments

- Usage agreement
- Lablog
- Consent Form
- Receipt Form – General
- Receipt Form – Liberalni institut (Czech)
USAGEN AGREEMENT

between

Laboratory of Experimental Economics  
Faculty of Economics and Public Administration  
University of Economics in Prague  
W. Churchill Sq. 4  
130 67 Prague 3

and

Name:

--------------------------------------

I accept all General rules and Detailed instructions of the LEE and Operational rules of the UEP as stated in the document "Lab Instructions 4.0: Technical Information on the LEE's Labs and Procedural Steps to Run Experiments"

Date:

--------------------------------------

Signature

--------------------------------------
Experimental lablog

Date of session: _________________
Time of session: _________________
Number of subjects: _________________

Any potential problem:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

*************************************************** *************

Start time: ___________________________

Questions asked:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

End time: _______________________

Additional comments:
SUBJECT CONSENT FORM

This form provides some basic information about the experiment you are about to participate in. Please read this information carefully, since you will be asked to confirm your voluntary participation by your signature and we will collect the signed form from each of you before the experiment begins. If you are interested in obtaining your own copy of this form, please let us know at the time you are getting paid and we will give you one. If you have a question, please ask one of the experimenters.

1. Project title: FILL IN PROJECT TITLE
2. Names of the researcher(s): FILL IN NAME (FILL IN EMAIL)
4. Description of research: This research project investigates …FILL IN BRIEF PROJECT DESCRIPTION.
5. Description of human subject involvement: You will be participating in a computerized experiment, which involves no interaction with other subjects. Your payoff from the experiment will depend on your and only on your decisions /your decisions and decisions of other subjects. It will in no way depend on decisions made by the other participants. [EDIT AS NECESSARY]
6. Length of human subject participation: This session will take approximately 2 hours [EDIT AS NECESSARY]. Please note that you are committing to participate for the entire length of the session.
7. Potential risks and discomfort of participation: This experiment involves neither deception of any kind, nor any physical discomfort. It involves some variation in payoffs across individual participants. Some subjects might feel frustrated if their payoff appears to be below the average advertised in the invitation email.
8. Measures to minimize risks and discomfort of participation: To minimize the potential discomfort of payoff comparisons across subjects, we will not disclose the earnings of individual subjects. Each subject will be paid individually and privately in the adjacent room. You are under no obligation to disclose your payoff to anyone else.
9. Payments to subjects for participation in the study: The average subject payoff expected in this experiment is going to be approximately … CZK [EDIT AS NECESSARY]. Your particular payoff will depend on your individual decisions and decisions of other subjects [EDIT AS NECESSARY]. You will be paid in cash at the end of the experiment. If you withdraw from the experiment before its end, your payoff will be forfeited.
10. Confidentiality of data: You will not be identified in any official output generated by this project. The data will be kept confidential to the extent provided by law.

I hereby confirm that I have read and I understand the information provided above. I also confirm that my participation in this experiment is voluntary and I am at least 18 years old.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Printed name                                    Consenting signature
------------------------------------------------------------------------
ECONOMICS EXPERIMENT receipt form

I hereby confirm that I, ________________________ (your name written legibly),
__________________ (ID number or Birth Number), received ___________ CZK
from FILL YOUR NAME for my participation in an economics experiment on:
FILL THE DATE IN THE FORM DAY-MONTH-YEAR.

Signature:

ECONOMICS EXPERIMENT receipt form

I hereby confirm that I, ________________________ (your name written legibly),
__________________ (ID number or Birth Number), received ___________ CZK
from FILL YOUR NAME for my participation in an economics experiment on:
FILL THE DATE IN THE FORM DAY-MONTH-YEAR.

Signature:

ECONOMICS EXPERIMENT receipt form

I hereby confirm that I, ________________________ (your name written legibly),
__________________ (ID number or Birth Number), received ___________ CZK
from FILL YOUR NAME for my participation in an economics experiment on:
FILL THE DATE IN THE FORM DAY-MONTH-YEAR.

Signature:
Potvrzení o přijetí částky

Já, _________________________________, níže podepsaný (á), datum narození ________________, číslo OP _______________ trvale bytem _____________________________________________________________________ tímto prohlašuji, že jsem převzal (a) ______________________________ CZK, jako odměnu za provedení experimentu v Laboratoři experimentální ekonomie, kterou provozuje Liberální institut, o. s., Spálená 51, 110 00 Praha 1, IČ: 148 92 171, DIČ: CZ14892171. Současně beru na vědomí, že tato odměna není zdaněna a zdaním jí sám(a). Toto potvrzení nahrazuje výdajový pokladní doklad účetní jednotky a bude použito v účetnictví.
V Praze dne _________________

_________________________  ____________________________
příjemce  příslušné jméno...

účetní oddělení – Liberální institut
--------------------------------------------------  -------------------------------------------------- -
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